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In this Issue, . .
A new set of editors tate over. Arturo R. T anco. 1r. has an 1\.1. A.
from Cornell University and preserulv teaches Sociology and Economics
at the Ateneo Graduate School, Associate Editor Angelita Yap recently',
returned from the United States where she obtained her M. A. in Sociology at Catholic University. She teaches at the Assumption Convent
and at Far Eastern University, Maria Teresa Colayco, another Associate
Editor, also teaches at the Assumption. She holds an M. A. from Fordham University, Our last Associate Editor, Meliton Salazar, is presently
Personnel Manager .of Del Rosario Brothers. He is an A. B.graduate of
the Ateneo and; has 'had wide experience with labor union work.: All the .'
new' editors' wereformer Editors of their respective school publications.
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With the ·~eweditors have come some changes in the Review. 'SinCe .
the Review.' is the -officia! journal of the Philippine Sociological Society, .. -' '.
'the editors 'ff'lt· that it should also help serve as a medium -of news about, ; ..
the Society and its members. Hence the new section "News and Notes'~ : ;"
about the Society and the activities of its members, written by thePresident-',
::0£ the Society,>' ' . ' .r: ,';
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For
the editors have chosen to return to
with a symposium on the nature, scope and purpose of Sociology. Here
in the Philippines, where Sociology is a relatively new science, it is important for Sociologists to pause occasionally and examine not only their
methodology and approaches but also their assumptions about the nature
of the science, its purpose. and the emphasis placed on some of the disciplines Sociology embraces. It might be argued that this is backtracking
over familiar ground, that everyone agrees on the simple premises, that
everyone agrees on the simple premises, that: a symposium on this subject
\\-i.11 'be oversimplification of what every Sociologist knows or should know '
aI..--cady.perh¥S--~;.Bu.t no.one has.yet been hurr.by areviewof thefun.!,. ~'
damentals.r Then.it is' also true that many of our foremost 'Sociologists~,m
,~thePhilipplDes"have debated with each other over differences in ~e'irie~ ,
',thodology,nature; scope, .and purpose .of Sociology as it hasdeveloped m.:
.. '.)'.
, the Philippines. . 'In' .a country like ours, for instance, where industrial"
developmentis .fastbecomingnot only a dream but a reality.. lessemphasis .
: has been placedon sociological studies aimed at complementing ourceo'nomic efforts tna.lfill necessary. For all these reasons, and wi thno apologies
for What to some may seem oversimplifications, the editors present a sym:pOsfum
nature, scope and purpose of Sociology in the P~ppines.

on ,the

Also in this issue,' the editors presentan article on the Lo-on or FunugationCeremonr'iDLeyteor Samar Written by'a .regular c~ntributor
lathe.review, ~ d Fr. ' Richard Arens, S.V:D; Anotherpnest, Rev,
Fr: Arthnr Weig, S. J;, reviews the latest book-an Sociolegy, "Sociology and'
Social Living". Fr. Weiss is the editor of the Social Order Digest.
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1fETASOCIOLOGY; AN EDITORIAL
FORE\VORD
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The subjectmatter of merasociology is not .new. It has been discussed
a great deal .as a systematic formulation, asa distinetbody of principles
antecedent to sociology. The term, "metasociology," was introduced in so\
ciological literarureby Dr. Paul Hanly Furbey in his book, The Scope and
.~fethod of Sociology: A Metasociological Treatise." The author holds the C01lviction that the subject m~tr::. of m:tasociology is of..the utmost im~orta.ncl:"
/:' ,
, and .its .proper study is sigruncant In the consrruction of any sociological
?i',:.
-; _ !WSteJii, hi the study of-sociology and its criticism. and in the methods that
"~j~~<\.:,; : ·.,,~it~emp1oyS. The differences between sociological systems .point back to
""'"
-r "
• 'IogI'cal -consi
"deranons,
.
'
">,,.:
'.' .metasoeio
',' ..',. ,
,:;~.; . .: 'Ii is postulated at the outset that sociology is a science. The assump~::: .
lion, i.lie1'elot'~,is that there exists for sociologycriteria of-scientificquality,
. .:~/ " . criteriaof relevance, and practical procedural nnleS of :the auxiliary science,
:>:,\: ''-;' .¥et:asQ9oIogy." In turn, it presupposesthe logic8lsp-uctureand axiological
~,:'.''' ': .fouridations of sociology.. , 'The-logic of sociology deals with -the postulates
."(,:"ofthe sciencecits theorems and the interpretation of formal systems within
.,.:oliociology·.· .The other part of metasociology involves certain value judgments which are referred eo axiology for their justification. The construction of.a system of sociology necessitates the inclusion of certain metasociological value judgments; for instance, that sociology is valuable as a
fonn of knowledge (vital value), and that it is .useful as an aid to social
reform (useful value). Metasociological value judgments may fake the
form -of .postulates, and also of decisions regarding various sociological
procedures,
•
The development of metasociology is implied irithehistory of sociology.
Sociologists" presuppose, either explicitly or .tacitly, certain methodological.
, principles:,ip.tlieir systems.. Excepr.fcrOecrge ,I.undberg'&books, Eounda-:
;tlDnS-cO! :SoCioliJgy. and Social Research, 'howeYer,-no complete system of
. metasOciology as suCh has been developed. .MetasocioJogy indirectly under, wentformulation in the scientific discoveries of Greekspeculation on me-: '
thodolQgy, .' During the past century, beginning with:Auguste Comte, socio'logists'~nce~ed themselves with.the problem of scientific methodology. An
logistli,i::oncerned themselves with the problem of .scientific methodology.
And their methodology implicitly express their philosophical frames of reference. ,Among these sociologists may be mentioned the Positivists who followed the Oemtean tradition; the Classical Systematists who sought to explain' society in terms -of a simple concept, fon~ the fashion of physical
laws which explained the phenomena of nature; the, reactionists against
....
Positivism Who proposed a methodology distinct froin that of, the physical
sciences ; and the NeO-Positivists who retained the basic Comtean principles;
but in addition,supplemented these with a logic ofscience, Metasociology,
however, has marked a significant advance in methodology in the American
empirical movement, With its focus on objectivity. The-ccntributicas made
b,Y each of these groups to metasoeiology maybe judged ,in the light, of the
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